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Agenda
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✓Underwriting & New Business Update – underwriting in the new 
world, what’s changed & recommendations for writing business

✓ Accelerated Underwriting Guidelines

✓Manulife’s Non-Face to Face Guidelines

✓ Insurance Solutions: Without a Medical

✓ The E-Application

✓ The E-Signature Process

✓ The E-Delivery Process

✓ Leveraging Technology

✓ Continuing Education

✓ Tools to Build Your Business



Underwriting & New 
Business Update
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Underwriting Updates - Travel

Currently, we are postponing cases where travel to China, South Korea and Italy, or a cruise 
to any destination, is planned in the near future with reconsideration after returning to 
Canada for one month, provided there have been no changes in health or other insurability.

We may ask additional questions related to travel in other regions. It would be beneficial to 
record planned travel location details (cities and / or regions) and timing on all applications 
going forward.

Client Returning from Travel?

Wait for isolation period to end (30 days) before their policy can be delivered

Client who had Covid-19?

If have had – need to be fully recovered with no underlying conditions.

Expect delays
With the current COVID-19 pandemic, we expect health professionals will be busier than 
usual treating patients. This may delay the ability of doctors to process attending physician 
statements and other forms required for life insurance.
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Underwriting Updates – Paper Applications

• Paper apps are backed up and will be for a while – Eapp is highly recommended

• With E-Application, clients can sign their application electronically using Docusign, eliminating the 
need for a wet signature. 

If E-Application is not an option:

• We’ll accept scanned paper applications from MGA and National Account back offices 
only, as they’ve been set up for secure email transmission for confidential information. 
It’s critical that each page is scanned, with all pages in the same direction. If the scan 
does not come through clearly, we’ll contact you directly. Send all scanned documents 
to can_ind_life_new_business@manulife.com

• Send paper applications and cheques for temporary life insurance agreements (TLIAs) to 
Manulife head office for processing as per your usual process (direct or via your back 
office).
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Underwriting Updates – Paramedical Companies

Vendor Updates

• Dynacare – Not offering paramed services

• Exam One – Currently offering Paramed Services – BUT Manulife is not booking these. 

What Are Vendors Able to Support Currently?

• Paramedical companies are continuing to support tele-interviews and Attending Physician Statement 
(APS) requests at this time however, they have suspended paramedical services until further notice 
(blood/urine draws, ECG, etc.). We’ll review applications with APS requests on a case-by-case basis.

Possible Workaround: 

• Have you had an executive medical in the last year?

• 60% of our large case clients have had an exec medical in the last year!!

• Remember – Manulife goes back as far as 12 months for medicals

• Have you had a full check up at your family doctor in the last 12 months?

• Any insurance application recently? OR an insurance application ever?
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Interim Processes to Make it Easier to Do Business 
Remotely

Cheques

• We cannot accept scanned cheques for new business; please courier them to us. 

• Alternatively, we can set up banking information for TLIA and we’ll draw the first 
premium. 

• Please have the client complete the PAD form for this option (section 10 of the 
application).

Witnesses?

• How can I have a delivery documents witnessed if my client is not wanting to see me in 
light of the physical distancing measures being emphasized by health officials? 

• We have waived all requirements to witness a signature by advisor for face to face and 
non-face to face situations 
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Interim Processes to Make it Easier to Do Business 
Remotely

AML requirements

• If you’re unable to meet with your customer face-to-face, you can use the dual method to verify 
his or her identity. 

• Please refer to the Dual Method form NN1663 for acceptable documents using this method. 

• Alternatively, you can complete the following form to initiate a credit report to verify your 
client’s identity (NN1679 - Client consent to verify identity using client credit file - life 
insurance). You can complete this form using e-signature by searching the form number under 
‘Forms & Marketing Material’ on Repsource, then select the yellow box with the red arrow for 
the Docusign version.

If my client has a previous AML information on file with you, is that something you 
could reuse?

• Yes, we can. But it needs to be reviewed and ensure that no information has not changed. It 
cannot be older than 24 months 
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Interim Processes to Make it Easier to Do Business 
Remotely

Contracts

• If you would like to e-deliver a contract but didn’t originally complete the E-
Delivery section on the paper application, please call 1-877-626-8543 and we’ll 
arrange it for you if it falls within our E-Delivery parameters and E-Delivery has been 
approved by your back office. Be prepared with the policy number, and each insured 
adult’s email address and mobile number.

Post-issue delivery requirements

• You can send any client-signed documents, or as a scan or photo 
to can_ind_life_new_business@manulife.com

Original documents

• We do not require originals of scanned documents, but please hold them for a minimum 
of 30 days in case we need to reach out in the event the quality is not good.
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Claims FAQ…

Disability:

• I can confirm that regardless of the underlying cause or health issue, Covid19 or any injury or sickness, Manulife’s 
disability contracts are designed to provide our clients with an income when they meet the definition of being disabled 
and satisfy the waiting period from within their contract. As always, it is our intention to look at each client situation 
independently to determine if a claim is payable.

• The value of our disability contracts is that we look at the result – being unable to do the substantial duties of your 
occupation due directly to injury or sickness – not the underlying cause, Covid19 or any other health issue, that stops 
someone from being able to work in their regular job. This definition is found within Manulife’s Proguard, Venture and 
ExpenseComp contracts. 

• It is worth highlighting that time spent in quarantine (self-directed or not) is not considered a disability in of itself and 
would not trigger the beginning the waiting period for a disability policy unless the client was ill and unable to go to 
work, as per the definition within their contract. This same position would hold true if a client lost a license required for
work or if work was not available, although difficult situations, none of these are a disability and would be outside of 
the scope of Proguard, Venture or ExpenseComp contract.

Critical Illness:

• Falling ill with Covid19 or any other health issue that would result in a client being unable to complete 2 out of 6 
Activities of Daily Living (ADL’s) for the period mentioned within the contract (90 days for current contracts and 180 
days for older contracts) may also be considered a payable event under the LivingCare benefit within Manulife’s 
Lifecheque Critical Illness policies.
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Looking for More Information?
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Accelerated 
Underwriting & Non 
Face to Face 
Applications
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Accelerated Underwriting
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Accelerated underwriting means we provide an easier application process & a faster decision time.  

Eligible clients benefit from:
• Reduced medical underwriting (no fluids or biometric testing) for a less intrusive application
• An easier, more convenient process with a single (potentially non-face to face) meeting. 

Who is Eligible?
• Life Insurance – Par, UL & Term: Up to $1M of coverage, ages 18-50 and 51-60 have just been added
• Critical Illness - 100K CI up 18-50
• Disability Insurance - 6000 monthly benefit, ages 18-40
• Keep in mind – Manulife can come back and ask for fluids based on medical questions answered. 

The benefits to you and your clients
Since launching accelerated underwriting:
• Over 80% of clients aged 18 to 50 have qualified for coverage without needing testing.

• Overall cycle times have been 15 days (excluding tele-interview), down from 35 days, including cases where more information is 
required.

• Applications received in good order or those with the tele-interview complete can be processed in as little as a week when no 
additional information is required.



Non-Face-to-Face Applications
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• Due to the current 
circumstances 
surrounding Coronavirus, 
the Elite Maximum will 
apply to all advisors! – No 
more limits since last 
week

• These are the guidelines, 
however if you have a 
situation that exceeds the 
guidelines, we can request 
Approval PRIOR to taking the 
application

• Remember – you still must be 
licensed in the jurisdiction 
your client is located in



More Ways to Write 
Business Without a 
Medical… 
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Coverage 
Option 
Changes –
Term 
Switches
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Policy Change to… Up to…

Term-10 FTV, Term-20,
Term-65

5th coverage anniversary

Term-Life Policy anniversary nearest the insured 
person’s 75th birthday

Term-20 FTV, Term-65 5th coverage anniversary

Term-Life Policy anniversary nearest the insured 
person’s 75th birthday

Term-65 FTV 5th coverage anniversary

Term-Life Policy anniversary nearest the insured 
person’s 60th birthday

Term-Life FTV 5th coverage anniversary



Processing a Term Switch…

• Your wholesaler can provide you with a listing of all your term clients who can switch from a T10 to 
T20 – this is term within the first 5 years

• The Term Switch can be done online (NN0739E) & is a non medical.
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What About Changing to Vitality?
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Is there an opportunity to circle back to a traditional family term client & change this to a Vitality policy? 
This could be a T10 to T10 with Vitality, OR extend to a term 20 vitality. This can be done within the first 5 
years of the policy.

How this works: We essentially issue a new Family Term with Vitality policy. Therefore, the Term-10 period is reset at 
attained age and the applicable attained age rates – with NO UW. 

The discount would be reset to the 10% initial discount.



Term 
Conversions…

Remember: 
Partial 
conversions 
with carryover
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Your Wholesaler can provide you with a listing of all your term 
clients with Manulife & review those that are approaching 
renewal, in renewal, approaching conversion expiry.

Key Manulife Advantage: Partial conversions with carryover: 

• Convert a portion of term coverage amount to a permanent plan

• The remaining amount can be carried over as a new Term Insurance 
Rider (TIR) without providing evidence of insurability and the term 
period is reset for another 10 or 20 years

Term-10
Term-20
Term-Life

Up to the policy anniversary nearest 
the insured person’s 75th birthday

Term-65
Up to the policy anniversary nearest 
the insured person’s 60th birthday
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Full conversion

Full conversion

Convert full amount to a permanent insurance 

policy.

Existing Term-10 policy

$250,000

$17.23/month

Age 35

New permanent insurance policy

$250,000 Manulife UL

$194.33/month

Age 40

Example and cost based on male, HS 3, Term-10, $250,000, age 35, conversion at age 40. For illustration purposes only. 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjPzKLCqd_NAhXHHD4KHYfiC5MQjRwIBw&url=http://www.dataflowlearning.com/&psig=AFQjCNGhdvOMNxLylyNov9_gcIN7bFWKPQ&ust=1467911188822402
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Partial conversion

Convert a portion to a permanent insurance 

policy. Remaining amount will stay in the 

original term policy until expiry.

Existing Term-10 policy

$250,000

$17.23/month

Age 35

New permanent insurance policy

$100,000 Manulife UL

$85.68/month

Age 40

Partial conversion

Existing Term-10 policy

$150,000 

$14.42/month

5 years left until expiry/renewal

Example and cost based on male, HS 3, Term-10, $250,000, age 35, conversion at age 40. For illustration purposes only. 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=&url=http://www.iconpng.com/tag/%E9%87%8D%E5%81%9A&bvm=bv.126130881,d.cWw&psig=AFQjCNF_2KdqFdRljy3VT9EEx4Cns9oTww&ust=1467911627674069
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Partial conversion with carry over

Convert a portion to a permanent insurance 

policy. Remaining amount carried over to the 

permanent policy as a new 

term rider (Term-10  or Term-20).

Existing Term-10 policy

$250,000

$17.23/month

Age 35

New permanent insurance policy     

$100,000 Manulife UL

Age 40

No medical evidence required, most affordable  solution with less risk, new term period, 

one policy,  full first year commission + override on permanent base

New Term-10 rider

$150,000 

Partial conversion with 

carry over

$97.26/month

Example and cost based on male, HS 3, Term-10, $250,000, age 35, conversion at age 40. For illustration purposes only. 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjTjqeQqt_NAhWEGD4KHVsZAucQjRwIBw&url=http://web.kalid.com.cn/forminfo31199.asp?//semi-circle-icon&bvm=bv.126130881,d.cWw&psig=AFQjCNHNhT3TM81Xd5mqYN4he10tnx_JHQ&ust=1467911324329405


Special Offer: 
Simple Issue 
Term-20

Ask Your 
Wholesaler for 
Your Listing!
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Purchase new term insurance on the life of 
an existing insured without providing 
medical evidence.

• Qualifying coverage

• Term-10 or Term-20 coverage

• Between 1st and 5th coverage anniversary

• Minimum face of $250,000

• Insured lives 18-50

• Issued as Healthstyle 1, 2 or 3

• Increase coverage up to 50%

• Minimum: $125,000

• Maximum: $250,000

• Simple 2-page application

• No medical testing, just 5 easy 
health-related questions



Medical Questions…
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Critical 
Illness 
Conversions
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• Your wholesaler can provide you with a list of all your CI clients who 
can either:

• Switch from a T10 to T20 within the first 5 years
• Switch from a term CI to a T75 or permanent CI plan

• Both of these options can be done on the request for change with NO 
medicals, which also can be done online via docusign - NN0739E



Recent 
Insurance 
Applications
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Applications & Medicals are good for 12 months – Add to An Existing 
Sale 

• If your client has placed insurance within the last year with Manulife – we 
are able to use this info to write new business.

• So is there an opportunity to circle back for a cross sell opportunity? 
Could a life client from the past year be interested in adding critical 
illness insurance without UW?

• Your wholesaler can also provide a client listing – so you can filter all 
cases placed in the last year. 

• Tip: You can reach out to the UW on the original file to ask them to review 
for CI for instance to see if the client would be eligible. 



E-Everything
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E-Application
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E-ApplicationStart, 
Save, and 
Share!
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• Convenient

• Mobile

• Integrated 



Teleinterview Queries:

• Teleinterview – is this able to be shared with other carriers like a 
medshare, or is it just specific to Manulife so we will not share

• yes, we will share a teleinterview

• Yes – we will use other carriers teleinterviews as well. 
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Submit One 
Application 
for Multiple 
Products

Combo 
Cases
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NN1676 – DI 
Supplement to E-App

• Submit Life/CI

• Attach DI 
Supplement



NEW! 

DI on 
EApp for 
stand 
alone 
case
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NN1676 – DI 
Supplement to E-App1. Long Eapp only

2. Submit a CI for 
$25,000

3. Add a cover memo 
saying DI case not CI 
case

4. Attach the DI 
supplement

5. Attach the DI quote



Additional Advantages
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• Elimination of NIGO

• Tele-interview or Long form (medical questions)

• Flexible

• Payment Options



E-Signature

Using the eSignature method, clients can conveniently review 
the application details and then sign their application 
electronically from the convivence of their own home.
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E-Delivery
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Demonstration
Link

40

https://repsource.manulife.com/ds001ap/wps/myportal/Repsource/Repsource/AdminTools/OnlineTools/eApplication/!ut/p/z1/04_Sj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfIjo8zivQx9TTwc3Q18LMy9jQ0cfcy8w7yDfA1DjMz1w_Ep8Ag204-iQL-rvwmJ-g3cfAyAChyDTN1dnA0Mwowo029ApP0GOICjAUX-BymIwm98QW4oGAAACJIciA!!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
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E-Signature Process
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Other Tips…
Leveraging 
Technology 
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Leveraging Technology
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Manulife 
Continuing 
Education 
Centre (CE 
Centre)
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Click on the “Training” 
tab in Repsource

What is it?
A robust virtual training library where you can learn and earn Continuing Education 
(CE) Credits in the comfort of your home or office!

It’s so easy and it saves you time:
• CE Centre is available anytime (24/7)
• Take courses at your own pace on your own time and earn CE credits right away
• CE Centre tracks your credits by governing body, by jurisdiction and by category
• Access to supporting materials and information

We know many industry events & educational seminars have been 
cancelled as a result of COVID-19 – here’s a tool to help.



Building your 
Business…

In times where meeting volume may be lighter than normal, there is an 
opportunity to work ON your business. 

Manulife has several tools from a marketing perspective that you can leverage to 
help build your brand…. Build your next marketing campaign, bulk up your 
website etc.
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What is it?Manulife 
Solutions 
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Promote your value and build relationships with Solutions

• Create opportunities for communication touchpoints throughout the year with value-add resources

• Motivate prospects and clients to speak with you about financial issues that matter to them

Easy ways to connect with Solutions

• Access an extensive library of content  on a range of financial topics

• Build (and track!) email campaigns, personalized with your photo, company logo and slogan

• Post the latest Solutions issue, articles 
or videos on your website or social media

• Order print copies of the magazine to share with your clients – solutions@Manulife.ca

https://www.manulifesolution
s.ca/advisor/ 

https://www.manulifesolutions.ca/advisor/


Article Example: Ride out volatility with a systematic approach

• Market ups and downs can make even the most experienced investors nervous. Also known as 
dollar cost averaging, a systematic investing plan can help investors ride out volatility and 
achieve better long-term returns. Share this article with your clients to help them understand 
this approach better. 
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What is it?InsureRight
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An innovative, online tool designed to help you talk to your clients about insurance.

Easy-to-use, built in calculators help your clients make informed decisions about their 
life, critical illness and disability insurance needs.http://www.insureright.ca/ 

The video is a great place to start. Share it with clients and 
prospects to get them thinking about their insurance needs.

Is the risk real? Use the Risk Calculator to help your clients 
understand the risks they face.

Get the ball rolling with the Quick Quote calculator. It’s a 
simple way for your clients to look at their life insurance needs.

When you’re ready for a more in-depth analysis, use the
InsureRight Calculator. Go through your clients’ life, 
critical illness or disability insurance needs – or all three!

http://www.insureright.ca/video/
http://www.insureright.ca/what-is-your-risk/
http://www.insureright.ca/quickquote/
http://www.insureright.ca/calculator/#analysis
http://www.insureright.ca/


What’s Your RiskInsureRight
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http://www.insureright.ca/ 

http://www.insureright.ca/


What is it?Rates to Go 
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An online rate calculator that calculates insurance rates quickly. 

Get fresh rates and fast results for:

• Family Term 

• Family Term with Vitality

• Synergy

• Lifecheque

• Venture Series

Plus, you can email your results 
or save them for later.

http://www.manuliferates.com/ 

http://www.manuliferates.com/


Manulife Vitality – Client & Advisor Reviews
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Questions?
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